Every day, thousands of journalists risk their lives by leaving their homes.

Over 1000 journalists have been killed in 12 years. Not only in warzones, but also at home. On the corner of their street. On the corner of your street. Deliberately. In cold blood. They were investigating topics some people wanted to keep hidden. To learn more about each of these deaths and demand justice: KeepTruthAlive.co

#KeepTruthAlive
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Sometimes the most dangerous conflict zone for a journalist is home.

Over 1000 journalists have been killed in 12 years. Not only in warzones, but also at home. On the corner of their street. On the corner of your street. Deliberately. In cold blood. They were investigating topics some people wanted to keep hidden. To learn more about each of these deaths and demand justice: KeepTruthAlive.co

#KeepTruthAlive
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For a journalist, going out for lunch can mean never coming back.

Over 1000 journalists have been killed in 12 years. Not only in warzones, but also at home. On the corner of their street. On the corner of your street. Deliberately. In cold blood. They were investigating topics some people wanted to keep hidden. To learn more about each of these deaths and demand justice: KeepTruthAlive.co #KeepTruthAlive
When you are a journalist, picking up your daughter from school can be more dangerous than travelling to a war zone.

Over 1000 journalists have been killed in 12 years. Not only in warzones, but also at home. On the corner of their street. On the corner of your street. Deliberately. In cold blood. They were investigating topics some people wanted to keep hidden. To learn more about each of these deaths and demand justice: KeepTruthAlive.co

#KeepTruthAlive
It is not only during an armed conflict that a journalist risks being killed. Over 1000 journalists have been killed in 12 years. Not only in warzones, but also at home. On the corner of their street. On the corner of your street. Deliberately. In cold blood. They were investigating topics some people wanted to keep hidden. To learn more about each of these deaths and demand justice: KeepTruthAlive.co

#KeepTruthAlive
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